Hello Margaret,

We are so glad that you are a part of the EVERFI - Connecticut College community. Here, we believe in the importance of creating a safe and healthy environment for all of our employees and other communities. To this end, we have partnered with EVERFI to provide trainings that will help us all be informed on topics vital to achieving our goal. These trainings, in addition to being highly interactive and engaging, are based in research around the best practices for communicating and maintaining healthy relationships with your colleagues and students. As you complete your training, we invite you to reach out to the many referenced resources in order to join the larger discussion of these topics on our campus.

Completion of your EVERFI courses is required for all employees of EVERFI - Connecticut College. If you have difficulty logging in, check out the technical info at the bottom of this page.
Please ensure that you have completed the course by Monday, Feb 1, 2021.

Thank you for your participation, and for helping us to build the best program that we can.

Sincerely,

EVERFI - Connecticut College

Technical Info:

- Work at your own pace from any computer or tablet
- Courses will save your progress if you need to stop and return later
- Courses are best supported by the latest versions of Chrome (preferred), Firefox, and Safari, or Microsoft Edge
- Need more help? Contact EVERFI's tech support using "Help" within the course or by visiting support.everfi.com

Assigned Content

Diversity: Inclusion in the Modern Workplace
Due Monday, February 1, 2021

EVERFI partners with EVERFI - Connecticut College for critical skills learning. This message was sent to Margaret Bounds at mbounds@conncoll.edu on behalf of an admin at EVERFI - Connecticut College.

Please do not forward this email. If you believe you received this email in error, Unsubscribe from assigned learning invitations. You may miss notifications and deadlines about required learning from EVERFI - Connecticut College.

Please do not reply to this email. The message is from an unmonitored mailbox operated by EVERFI on behalf of EVERFI - Connecticut College.

If you have additional questions or need help, please visit us at https://support.everfi.com
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